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LONDON SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY CENTRE

May 2018 CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
WORK PROGRESS
The rush is on to complete the project in the next few months. Labour is intense inside and outside to meet the
deadline dates for opening of the Centre in September of this year.
Major work continues to complete the finishes including drywall taping and sanding followed by painting. With
the size of the facility, there is a large amount of tile work to be completed on site, not only in the Aquatics Area
pools but in Change Rooms and Washrooms on the walls and floors.
Glazing continues to be finalized inside and outside the building providing the transparency requested by the
City. Work continues to be concentrated at the Gathering Space which is the central hub of the Rinks, Library,
and YMCA Aquatics and Fitness Areas. The hockey boards have arrived and are awaiting installation to
complete the space in anticipation of making ice mid-August.
Exterior works continues in the East Plaza preparing the concrete surround for the playground area as well as
the hardscaping. Crews are working in the south parking lot to complete the bio swales, sidewalks, and
asphalt.
PHOTOS

1. Training kitchen under Grand Stair
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2. Gathering Space drywall taping and sanding
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3. Service London area taking shape

4. Walking Loop view to Rink 1

5. Library mezzanine

6. Library space to East Plaza

7. Gymnasium glass installation

8. Rink boards ready for installation

9. Lap pool tiling

10. South entry tile

11. Playground area concrete completed

12. East Plaza hardscaping under way
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